
About: 
 
Crowther Contemporary is part of the Docklands Art Collective, an initiative 
by Renew Australia and The District Docklands to revitalize the area. It is a 
space for early career artist and curators to develop and expand their 
practice in an encouraging and supportive environment.  
 
Fees: 
 
The gallery can be used for a number of different purposes by a range of 
practitioners. Proposals for solo shows, group shows, curated exhibitions 
and functions are welcome. Each exhibition runs for 3 weeks. Group shows 
and solo shows that use the full gallery space cost $200/week while artists 
who wish to only use half the space for a solo show cost $130/week. The 
space is approximately 10.8m x 13.2m with floor to ceiling glass frontage. 
 

 



 

What you get: 

Design of digital invitations for exhibition   and e-mail out to subscribers   

Social media marketing through facebook, instagram and other social 
media channels    

Design of media release sent to relevant newspapers/magazines and 
online publications   

Gallery staff support when hanging and curating and the supply of general 
hanging/installation devices and tools 

Advertising of your exhibition on the gallery website, social media sites & 
other online websites  

Gallery staff sitting and managing your show for the entire exhibition 
duration  

Sales representative present at the opening night and handling of all sales 
during the time of the exhibition. 

What to include in the proposal:  

• Please fill in the online form  

• CV for each applicant should also include contact details  

• Supporting images/files – If you do not have a website or link that shows 
your work please upload 5-8  jpeg images of most recent work (or 
proposed work in progress) with accompanying image list. For group 
show 3 jpeg images of recent works per applicant is required.   

• For video works a web link for viewing the work is preferred. Alternatively, 
a DVD or memory stick of proposed work or recent work no more 
than 5 minutes in duration ca be delivered to the gallery. 



 

Terms & Conditions to Exhibit:  

1. 25% commission is taken on sale of artwork   

2. A deposit of rental cost is required on successful application and 
booking of the space. This deposit is non-refundable in case the 
exhibitor cancels or withdraws from their show. The balance of the 
rental cost is due prior to the exhibition opening date. Payment plans 
may be negotiated.   

3. Exhibitors are responsible for the hanging/installation of their art work 
with the support & advice of the gallery staff. In exceptional 
circumstances, when an international/inter-state artist cannot be 
present staff will hang/install the work for you. Our staff are not 
responsible for damage or loss of artwork when assisting you in 
installing your show.   

4. Exhibitors are responsible for any special hanging/installation devices   

5. Exhibitors are responsible for the removal of all unsold works from 
the gallery and returning the gallery to its original condition. You must 
putty, sand and paint over any holes or marks made to the gallery 
walls with material supplied. If excessive damage has been done 
associated costs will be covered by the artist/s  

6. Exhibition openings are held on Fridays from 6pm to 9pm. It is up to 
the exhibitor if they wish to supply alcohol on the opening night. All 
supply of alcohol and manning of the bar will be organized by the 
artist/s.  The gallery can arrange sponsorship deals with Sample Brew 
who offer a discount on their products. 

7. The exhibition will be open to the public Monday to Friday 9.30 am to 
4.30pm.  

 

 



 

8. The exhibitor has the option of opening the gallery on the weekend 
and sitting the exhibition themselves. 

9. Vinyl lettering signage with the artist’s name can be arranged for $50 

10. The gallery does not take responsibility for the insurance of artwork 
against theft or damage. 

11. Crowther Contemporary is on a rolling monthly lease with Renew 
Australia. If this lease is cancelled all successful applicants will be 
given 30 days notification and deposits will be fully refunded. 

 

 

Thank you for your interest and we wish you all the best with your 
application. For any further questions please email the gallery at 
info@crowthercontemporary.com 

 


